Lesson 1 (Part 1) Worksheet

Verbal lesson: The wave pattern

**READ**

up up up up up up

**TRACE**

cup cup cup cup cup cup

**COPY**

(Name)
Lesson 1 (Part 2) Worksheet
Verbal lesson: Letter ‘u’ versus letter ‘n’

- **READ**
  - up up up up
  - not up not up

- **TRACE**
  - up up up up
  - not up not up

- **COPY**
  - up up up up
  - not up not up
Lesson 2 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

READ

us bus us bus

TRACE

cat

us bus us bus

COPY

uuu

bbb

nnn
Lesson 3 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

fun sun run

READ
fun sun run

TRACE
fun sun run

COPY
fun sun run

READ
fun sun run

TRACE
fun sun run

COPY
fun sun run
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Lesson 4 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

but cut nut

READ

TRACE

COPY
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Lesson 5 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

(A cub is a young animal, especially a young bear, fox, lion, wolf, etc.)
Lesson 6 Worksheet
How to write the letter <y>

(yum yum yes)

NAME ___________________________

READ (yum yum yes)

TRACE (yum yum yes)

COPY

READ (yum yum yes)

TRACE (yum yum yes)

COPY

READ (yum yum yes)

TRACE (yum yum yes)

COPY
Lesson 7 Worksheet
(No verbal lesson)

READ
bug hug jug

TRACE

COPY

READ
rug jug hug

TRACE

COPY
Lesson 8 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

ccc ooo aaa

ccc eee ooo
ggg
cat on dad

READ

TRACE

cat

cat on dad

COPY

get dog doc

READ

TRACE

cat

cat on dad

COPY

(doc is another word for doctor)
Lesson 9 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

red man ran

mop hop pop

Name
Lesson 10 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

I fit in it

READ

TRACE

cat

COPY

lip tip let jet

READ

TRACE

cat

COPY
Lesson 11 Worksheet
(no verbal lesson)

six kid zips

READ

TRACE

Copy

wet vet van

READ

TRACE

Copy

(Name)
Lesson 12 Worksheet
Verbal Lesson: The ‘qu’ letter combination

quilt quiet
queen quiz

 имени

READ
quilt quiet
queen quiz

TRACE
quilt quiet
queen quiz

COPY
quilt quiet
queen quiz
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Lesson 13 Worksheet
Verbal Lesson: Letter <q> versus letter <g>

READ
g g g g g g

TRACE
cat
cat

COPY
g g g g g g
cat

READ
g qu g qu qu

TRACE
cat

COPY
g g g g qu qu

(quit means to stop)
Lesson 14 Worksheet
(No verbal lesson)

READ
up us yes yet

TRACE

COPY

READ
quit quiz quilt

TRACE

COPY